Next Generation Science Standards Development Process

- **July 2011:** Framework for K-12 Science Education Released by National Research Council
- **2011:** Promotion of the NGSS and Conceptual Framework at Conferences and Workshops
- **February 2012:** Second Meeting of SRT
- **October 2012:** Third Meeting of SRT
- **March 2013:** Final Draft of NGSS Released
- **July 31, 2013:** SSPI Presents to California SBE Recommended Science Standards Based on the NGSS
- **2011:** Promotion of the NGSS and Conceptual Framework at Conferences and Workshops
- **September 2011:** California Selected as Lead State in the Development of NGSS, Based on Framework
- **November 2011:** First Meeting of State Review Team (SRT) comprised of Science Experts
- **May 2012:** First Public Draft of NGSS Released
- **2012:** Promotion of the NGSS and Conceptual Framework at Conferences and Workshops
- **January 2013:** Second Public Draft of NGSS Released
- **Spring 2013:** Three Regional Public Forums
- **2013:** Promotion of the NGSS and Conceptual Framework at Conferences and Workshops
- **November 30, 2013:** California SBE Adopts, Rejects, or Modifies Recommended Science Standards
- **2014:** Implementation of New Science Standards

*Pending SBE’s action in November 2013*